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AL, CORT & SAILFISH The story starts with two 
boyhood friends, Alcort, Inc. founders, Alexander Bryan (1913-2001) 
and Cortlandt Heyniger (1914-1992), Yale and Dartmouth grads, in a 
small woodworking shop in 1945 after WWII service, making  Skeeter 
ice-boats and rowboats. The Red Cross asked them to build a dozen 
paddleboards for lifesaving use. With no follow-up orders, they figured 
sailing off the beach would have greater potential than on ice. So, they 
put a triangular Old Town Canoe sail atop the paddle board and called it 
a  “Sailboard”… later settling on “Sailfish”. It sold in 1947 as a do-it-
yourself kit for $128.50. In the 2-3 years prior to LIFE’s 1949 feature 
(attached) 136 had been sold… a modest 1/week,  which grew to 3/week 
by 1952. Still more of a woodworking hobby than a business. 
 

AILEEN & SUNFISH  The spark that set off Alcort’s 
eventual success was a woman, Aileen Shields (1925-2005), Corny 
Shield’s (NSHOF 2017)  daughter and perhaps the best female sailor of the 
time: winner of the ’48 Adams Cup and Class Champion in both 
Atlantics and 210’s. Corny credits Aileen with introducing LIS to, “the 
greatest spinnaker-handling asset to come to yacht racing - the spinnaker 
turtle”. But, Sunfish was her greatest gift to sailing. The story goes:  
After Aileen married golfer Alex Bryan in 1950, her time on the water 
was in a wet bathing suit on the rough sandpaper deck of a Sailfish. For 
America’s leading yachtswoman, this had its limits. Not wanting to flop 
around on its flat deck when pregnant, like a beached whale, she 
“insisted” that Al and Cort build her a wider boat with a cockpit well for 
her feet, so she could more naturally sail, seated athwartships holding a 
hiking stick. It’s easy to imagine her saying, “Hey guys, let’s make a real 
sailboat*, one that’s more fun and easier to sail properly than this 
uncomfortable, tippy board we’ve been peddling?”  

*It can be said that Aileen’s  Sunfish was the first Shields family one-design - an evolution of the wooden Sailfish – and 
likely the inspiration for her father’s creation of the 30-foot “Shields“ sloop 12 years later (1963) – an evolution of his 
wooden IOD, adapted by Olin Stephens and built by Cape Cod Shipbuilding?  She  just didn’t get her name on the sail.   



 Aileen’s concept was drawn out  in dust on the shop 
floor… a 1-foot wider Sailfish with a cockpit well. Sunfish 
was born to become,“The most popular fiberglass sailboat 
ever designed, with a quarter million sold worldwide” said 
the American Sailboat Hall of Fame in 1995.  

When Alcort joined other boatbuilders converting to 
fiberglass in 1959-60, Al & Cort became the Henry Fords of 
the sailing world… Sunfish being the Model T…as the first 
mass-produced fiberglass sailboat, outputting as many as 
15,000 in 1972 on an overhead conveyor belt. That’s 300 
per week, or 100 times Alcort’s output in 1952, when 
Aileen’s new boat was first launched. There are now over 
350,000 worldwide. 
 
Sunfish transformed America’s image of sailboats from 
yachts to economical, mass-produced, manufacturer-
controlled one-designs. Alcort’s commercial success, at the 
time nearly 10,000 boats per year, became the yardstick 8-
years later (1968) for Hobie Alter’s NSHOF 2011  Hobie 14 and 

the Schweitzer’s NSHOF 2020  Windsurfer, then Bruce Kirby’s NSHOF 2012  Laser (1971);  6 to 9-years after 
introduction of such competing off-the-beach products: Sunfish still stood out, to be cited by FORTUNE in 
1977 as “one of 25 best-designed contemporary products”… along with the Porsche 911-S Targa. In 1984, 
Sunfish was recognized as an IYRU International Class and often selected for the Pan American Games. 
 
Is there anyone who hasn’t learned on, owned, or sailed a Sunfish?  Gary Jobson NSHOF 2011 has a delightful 
story of  his daughter’s first sail, Kristi and the Fish Sun in The Sunfish Bible. SI reported that Dennis 
Conner NSHOF 2011,  and Garry Hoyt, who won the first Sunfish Worlds in 1972, learned to sail on one. 18-
year old John Kostecki NSHOF 2012 won his first world championship on a Sunfish in 1982. Paul Forester 
NSHOF 2015 won in 2008. John Kolius, David Mendelblatt, Derrick Fries and Jeff Linton also won or placed in 
the top three in the Worlds. Writer Michael Levitt, Eric Skemp, Tom Whidden 
NSHOF 2017, Steve Prime and Bob Johnstone NSHOF 2016 all started marine industry 
careers at Alcort… the latter having twice won the Venezuelan Championship. 
Best-selling author Nathaniel Philbrick (“Mayflower”, a finalist for the 
Pulitzer Prize in history) was 1978 North American Champion. 

 The author of the April 16, 1982 Sports Illustrated 13-page feature article 
recounted (at right)  his experience, and that of six other SI staffers, sailing on, 
or swimming with, a Sunfish. The SI article was reprinted in its entirety by the 
daily email newsletter Sailing Scuttlebutt on April 16, 2018. 

The Sunfish became so ubiquitous…  and synonymous 
with beach vacations, that both the Bahamas and 
Montserrat promoted tourism by issuing stamps featuring 
the boat. 

The Founders sold Alcort to AMF in 1969. Later, Tom 
Whidden, Jay Hansen, Peter Johnstone, Bruce Sutphen and 
Gary Jobson were all part of  Sunfish-Laser, Inc. which 
acquired, then further built the brand from 1991 to 1997. 



 

 

 


